
Crochet Rosette Granny Square

You will need:	 Worsted weight yarns in colors of your choice

	 	 	 4.0 - 5.0 mm hook to get the size motif you want

	 	 	 Yarn needle (Clover or Hiya Hiya bent-tipped are my favorite)


This motif is crocheted in three steps:


Step 1: The base of the rosette:


Step 2: The “petals” of the rosette crocheted to the base:


Step 3: Squaring off the rosette into a “granny square” motif:
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Crochet Rosette Granny Square

Crochet Rosette Granny Square — text only pattern 

Stitches and terms used:

	 ch = chain stitch

	 slip st = slip stitch

	 sc = single crochet

	 dc = double crochet

	 BLO (back loop only)

	 FLO (front loop only)

	 


Rosette base — This piece is worked in a spiral: 

Ch 4; join with slip st in first ch to form a ring. 

Round 1: Without making a ch 1 insert hook in ring, 8 sc in ring – 8 sc.

Round 2: Working in BLO, 2 sc in each sc around; join with slip st to first sc of Round 2 
— 16 sc. Fasten off.


Rosette petals: 

Working in the FLO (Front Loop Only) you will work from the center of the base of the 
rosette outward.


Using the same color yarn as you used for the base, secure the yarn to your hook with 
a slip knot (I only used two different colors in the motif in the photo to better show the 
different steps)


Round 1: Insert hook in FLO of first sc of the base, complete sc; sc into next 7 FLO 
stitches (8 sc)

Round 2: Continue working in FLO, sc in next 16 FLO sts; join with a slip st around the 
post of the first sc of Round 2. Fasten off.


Squaring off: 

Using a second color, secure the yarn to your hook with a slip knot.


Round 1: Join with a slip st to any BLO of Round 2 of the base of the rosette, chain 3, 
2 dc in same st, ch 1; [skip next 3 sts, 3 dc, ch 2, 3 in next st, ch 1] three times, 3 dc in 
first st worked, ch 2, join with slip st to top of first ch-3. Fasten off.


For more crochet fun go to crochetbug.com
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